
 

 Used 2000 Terex BT 60100 on Used 2014 Western Star 4700SF

 Boom Trucks
  

  
  

 Status:

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

Terex BT 60100 30 100 BM-3903 6010300018

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

Detroit DD13 - Eaton Fuller
Manual

- 172332 12201

  
Features - 60,000 lbs. (27 215 kg) maximum lifting capacity - 110 ft. (33.5 m) maximum tip height - 163 ft. (49.6 m) maximum
tip height with 55 ft. (16.8 m) jib - 100 ft. (30.5 m) fully proportional foursection telescopic “keel” boom - Exclusive color
coded boom and load charts - Electronic load moment indicator and anti-two-block device - 2-speed winch has 15,000
lbs. (6 804 kg) maximum line pull, 101 fpm (31 m/min) line speed - Externally located planetary rotation drive for easy
accessibility for maintenance - 90 gal. (342 L) hydraulic tank Specifications Boom 100 ft. (30.5 m) four section full power
mechanically synchronized boom. Patented keel boom design utilizes a keelshaped baseplate combined with a deep,
four plate boom section to optimize strength / rigidity-to-weight ratio. Exclusive, patented color- coded boom and load
charts allow the operator to easily and quickly determine boom extension, boom angle and load capacity. Maximum tip
height with four section 100 ft. (30.5 m) boom is 110 ft. (33.5 m). Maximum tip height with optional two-stage 55 ft. (16.76 m)
jib is 163 ft. (49.6 m). Winch Hydraulic winch with gear motor and planetary reduction gearing provides 2-speed “burst of
speed” operation. First layer rope pull is 15,000 lbs. (6 804 kg). Wire rope size is 5/8” (16 mm) with 45,400 lbs. (20 593 kg)
breaking strength. Operating Speeds Main frame / turret assembly planetary rotation provides 180° rotation (370° with
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optional front bumper outrigger). Swing rotation is 75 seconds. Boom up/down is 60/41 seconds and boom
extend/retract is 108/50 seconds. Hydraulics Three section pump allows the operator to perform simultaneous crane
operations (winch, boom and swing). Capacities are 32, 17 and 8 gpm (122, 64 and 30 L/min). Combined system capacity is
67 gpm (253.6 L/min). Controls Fully proportional, excellent metering characteristics for precise boom movements.
Independent outrigger controls allows the crane to be stable and level in rigorous working conditions. Load Moment
Indicating System has audio alarm and functional shut down when operator encounters an overload situation. Outriggers
Front and rear outriggers are heavy-duty, out and down type. Front spread is 24 ft. (7.32 m) for exceptional stability. Rear
spread is 17’ 9” (5.4 m). Subframe Cross-braced, closed-box style subframe yields greater strength and rigidity. Wheel
base for standard truck crane mounting configuration is 261 in. (6.63 m).
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Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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